Abstract. Consider the nonlinear Dirichlet problem ( 1 ) -Au -Xu + u3 = g , for m : Q -»M, u | 9Í2 = 0 , and Í2 C K" connected and bounded, and let X¡ be the ;th eigenvalue of -Au on Í2 with u \ dSl = 0, (i = 1,2, ...).
Jo.
for each <f> e Cq°(í2) , i.e. Ax(u) = -Au -Xu + u3 in the weak sense, and define A : H xR -> H' xR by A(u, X) = (AÀ(u), X). For the Holder spaces (1.8) C02'a(Q) = H and C°-Q(ñ) = H' of Ck'a(Q) {k = 0,2) functions 0 (ifthere is a subscript 0) on dQ, where dQ. is a C2'a manifold and n is arbitrary, define Ak:H^H' by (3) Ax(u) --Au -Xu + w3, and again A(u, X) = (Ax(u), X). Our goal is to determine for each g and A the number of solutions u of the given boundary value problem (1), and how that number changes as g and X are perturbed. The number of solutions corresponds to the number of point inverses A~x(g, X) = (A^l(g), X) of the map A.
For any Fréchet space E define the global cusp map (4) G = w xid:R2 x E-> E2 x E, (s, t, v) ^ (s} -ts, t, v);
G is an elementary catastrophe on Thorn's list [WP and GG, p. 147] , and for E = {0} was defined by Hassler Whitney. Note that s3 -ts = g has a unique solution 5 for each fixed / < 0 and g, while for each / > 0, there is an open interval / of values g each of which has three solutions s.
Let X¡ be the /th eigenvalue (counting multiplicity) of -A on Í2 with null boundary conditions, (X\ < X2 < X3 < ...). The following theorem given in (8. 3) and (8.5 ) is the main result of this paper. We assume n < 3 in the Sobolev case and dQ. is C2q in the Holder case.
1.1. Theorem, (a) There exist e > 0 and homeomorphisms a and ß such that the following diagram commutes: H x (-oo , Ai + e) ° ' R2 x E 4 lG H' x (-oo ,Xi+e) -^ R2xE (b) Moreover, for X\ < X < Xi+e there are homeomorphisms <¡> : H « K2 xE and y/ : H « E2 x E such that y/AÁ = G4>.
Part (b) is probably of more interest to researchers in partial differential equations. Under the given restriction on X, it says that the nonlinear partial differential operator Ax is-up to nonlinear global changes of coordinates in the domain and target spaces-globally the same as the cusp map G. Thus the cusp map serves as a normal form for Ax-This seems to be the first example of a partial differential operator proved globally equivalent to the cusp map G. (In [Ma] Mandhyan proves that a given integral operator is globally equivalent to G.) Proving this equivalence yields rather complete information about the nonlinear elliptic boundary value problem (1). It implies that for all g of suitable smoothness, problem ( 1 ) has exactly 1, 2 or 3 solutions (with all possibilities occurring depending on g). In particular, for "generic" g there are exactly 1 or 3 solutions. All this information is new. In addition to giving exact multiplicity results for problem (1), we expect that the general approach of this paper may be applied to other problems, and some results in this direction are given in .
In independent work Bernhard Ruf [R-2] treats the Neumann version of the boundary value problem (1) in the Holder case, and obtains multiplicity results and other properties of the global cusp map G. This version is somewhat simpler than the Dirichlet case (e.g. the first eigenfunction of -A is constant), and he obtains an explicit value for e, viz. X2/\2. He does not prove that his map is globally equivalent to G, i.e. the same as G after global coordinate changes. In the last section he states that his arguments may be altered to apply to the Dirichlet version for some domains. (Note that the hypotheses of [R-2, Proposition 6.1] do not apply to all smooth bounded domains Q.) In contrast, our results are for the Dirichlet problem ( 1 ) and treat both the Holder case for all C2'a bounded domains Q and the Sobolev case with n < 3 for all bounded domains. We do not identify e explicitly, but we take the step of proving global equivalence of Ax to the cusp map G.
In [R-l, Corollary 22 and Theorem 22] Ruf proves that for certain domains, e.g., Q = (0, 1), in the Holder case there are X < X2 for which Ax has swallowtail and butterfly singularities, and thus there are g for which problem (1) has at least five solutions. He states that similar arguments work for the Dirichlet case. This implies that our Theorem 1.1 is sharp in the sense that X < X\ + e for some e > 0 cannot be replaced by X < X2.
The present paper uses a variety of analysis together with singularity theory and some topology to identify Ax and A up to coordinate change, and thereby answer multiplicity and perturbation questions. This general approach began with a 1972 paper [AP] of Ambrosetti and Prodi. They consider a particular nonlinear Dirichlet problem, study the corresponding operator O : Cf2'Q(Q) -> C0'a(Q) of Holder spaces, and give interesting information about its structure and point inverses (number of solutions). Berger and Podolak [BP] in 1975 consider the corresponding operator in Sobolev spaces Wq ' (Q) and obtain analogous conclusions. In 1979 Berger and Church (see also show that the Berger-Podolak operator is-after coordinate changes in domain and target spaces-globally the map F:RxE->RxE (E is a Banach space) defined by F(t,v) = (t2, v) . This seems to be the first instance in which a nonlinear operator arising from a boundary value problem is shown equivalent (in this sense) to a specific map not a homeomorphism.
McKean and Scovel [MS] in 1986 study two boundary value problems in ordinary differential equations and show that one of the operators is globally equivalent to the fold map F. In 1989 Mandhyan [Ma] shows that a certain integral operator is equivalent to F. Recently Church and Timourian give a global abstract characterization of F, and apply it to all the above examples. The resulting proofs are shorter, often with stronger conclusions, than the originals, and this characterization should be useful in studying other problems.
The paper [AP] inspired much work on the existence of solutions where the limits of the nonlinearity cross the eigenvalues of -A suitably (e.g. Lazer and McKenna [LMc] and their references). Berger's recent book [B-l] includes a discussion of some general principles for normal form theorems, together with consideration of various examples. Cafagna [Ca] gives a survey of the use of singularity theory in boundary value problems.
Local cusp singularities (i.e. maps locally the same as G) arise in the work of , Cafagna and Tarantello [CaT] , Cafagna [Ca] , Lazari and Micheletti [LM] , Mandhyan [Ma] , and of course , as well as the predecessors [I, II, III, of the present paper. A series of papers by McKenna and others culminating in [CJM] discusses oscillation in a suspension bridge and gives evidence of cusp like behavior. In a 1987 paper McKean [Mc] shows that a differential operator arising from a boundary value problem in [MS] has all the (local) Morin singularities in the equidimensional case displayed transversally [GG, p. 177] , and, as noted above, Ruf [R-2] also find higher order singularities. Singularity theory is also extensively applied in differential equations in the work of Golubitsky, Schaeffer and Stewart [GS and GSS] and that of Damon [D] .
Our perspective here, however, is global, not local: We wish to identify the differential operators A and Ax up to global coordinate change. In [II] Berger, Church and Timourian proved the analog of(\.\)fox A, X < X\ +£ and \\u\\h < e in the Sobolev case; the present paper removes the restriction on \\u\\h-In [CT-2] Church and Timourian give two abstract global characterizations of the cusp map G, restated here as (8.1) and (8.2), and they are applied here to prove the desired equivalence. They are also applied in [CT-2] to give another proof that the Mandhyan integral operator is globally equivalent to G, and are partially applied to boundary value problems in .
Because this paper, like its predecessors, is aimed at researchers in singularity theory as well as those in partial differential equations, we have included more detailed referencing than is customary.
1.2. Definition. Let X and Y be Ck (k = 0, 1, 2, ... or oo ) manifolds modeled on real Banach spaces (Fréchet spaces if k = 0), and let 0: X -► Y be a Ck map. The singular set -SO is the set of all x e X at which O fails to be a local Ck diffeomorphism. (A C° diffeomorphism is a homeomorphism.
Note that 50> for k > 1 differs from that for k = 0.) 1.5. Definition. For a Fréchet space E the global fold map F:Rx E ->RxE is defined by F(t, v) = (t2, v). The germ of a map <S> at x is a (C*) /o/i/ [resp., cusp] if it is Cfc equivalent to the germ of F [resp., G] at (0,0) [resp., (0, 0, 0)], and x is called a fold [resp., cws/7] point of the map O. A topological fold [resp., cusp] is a C° fold [resp., cusp]. Abstract (local) characterizations of fold at x and cusp at x are given in [I, Theorem 1.5, p. 2 and Theorem 1.7, p. 3] . Abstract characterizations of the global fold and the global cusp are given in (3.8) , (2.2) and (2.7)], see (8.1) and (8.2) . The set of cusp points is denoted by CA.
The following theorem is an amalgamation of the results of (4.1 ), (4.3), (4.6) and (4.8).
1.6. Theorem. Consider the map A resulting from equation (1) -Au-Xu + u3 = g onQ, u\dQ = 0, in the Sobolev case (see equation (2)) with Q bounded in R", n < 4 and dQC°°. Then: (d) Here dQ need not be C°°. The singular set SA n (H x (-oo, X2) ) is a real analytic manifold of codimension one in H x (-oo, X2), and for n < 3, (SA -T) n (H x (-oo, X2) ) is a C°° manifold of codimension one in SA n (H x (-oo, X2) ).
While Theorem 1.1 gives much more information in case X < X\ + e for e > 0 sufficiently small, Theorem 1.6(a)(b)(c) [resp., (d)] applies to all real X [resp., all X < X2].
1.7. Outline of the paper. To a large extent the paper is a proof (see (8. 3)) of (1.1) (a); it involves verifying each of the conditions of the abstract characterization of the global cusp map (8.1) (from ). Let A refer to
for e > 0 sufficiently small. Condition (i) of (8.1) is immediate, and (v) follows from [III] (see (8.3) ). In §2 we prove that (ii) A is proper, and in §5 we show that (iii) SA has only folds and (positive) cusps. In §6 we give (iv) the injectivity of A, and in §7 we show that (vi) (SA, CA) is homeomorphic to (H, A) , where A is a codimension one subspace of H. Examples are given in to show the necessity of each of the conditions of (8.1) and (8. 2), so we cannot omit any of them. The analog (l.l)(b) for Ax uses, in addition, §3 on Ax (especially (3.9) and (3.13) that S Ax ~ H) and the latter part of §7 (CAX is contractible). Theorem (1.6) is given in §4.
1.8. Notation. The symbol Ck-a(Q) (k = 0,2) with Ca = C°-tt refers to the space of functions whose Acth order partials are uniformly Holder continuous on Q, [GT, p. 52] and C^a(Q) = {u e C2'a(Q): u\dQ = 0}. See also [Z, pp. 230-233 and pp. 248-249] . The symbol <j>¡ (i = 1, 2,...) is the ith eigenfunction of -A with null boundary conditions, normalized with ||0,-||2 = 1 unless otherwise specified.
1.9. Conventions. Except for those sections specifically dealing with Holder spaces ( §2 and (A.3)), proofs are given in the Sobolev case, with natural substitutions made for the Holder case. Thus for Ax : H -> H, the domain H is interpreted as Cl'a(Q), the range H is C°'a(Q), and the //-inner product ( , )h becomes the L2(Q)-inner product.
Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all lemmas and propositions are given for
with f and Q satisfying hypotheses (1.10) below and they apply both to the Sobolev and Holder cases. In §2 some results are stated for explicit hypotheses which are a part of (1.10); thus (1.10) is certainly adequate. A few results explicitly state Sobolev case or f(u) = u3, to indicate a restriction. See (1.11).
Many results are cited from [II and III] , and versions of these results for problem (5) are discussed in the Appendix, (A.2) and (A. 3). Thus a citation of [II] or [III] may implicitly involve a reference to (A.2) and (A.3) . In the Appendix we do not assume hypotheses (1.10).
The first eigenfunction of problem (5) is denoted by e and is taken to be positive on Q [III, (1.6 )] with ||e||2 = 1 unless otherwise specified. (In (7.1) e is chosen to have \\e\\n = 1 •) 1.10. Hypotheses. Assume Q is a bounded connected open set in R" .
(1) In the Sobolev version (Ax : WX-2(Q) -+ WX-2(Q) ) assume:
(i) n < 3, f : R -» R is Ck (k > 3), and /<3> e L°°(R) ;
(ii) 0 = /(0) = f'(0) = /"(0) and f{3)(s) > 0 for all jeI.
Hypotheses (ii') are: f'(s) > 0 and /<3>(s) / 0 for all real s, f"(s) ¿ 0 for all real nonzero 5 and f'(0) -0 -f(0). Then (ii') implies (A. 1) that f'(s) > 0 and sf"(s) > 0 for 5 ¿ 0, ß3)(s) > 0 for all 5 and f"(0) = 0, and one may verify that ii) and ii') are equivalent and ßj)(s)s3~j > 0 for 5 ¥= 0 U = 0, 1,2,3). Often we will add another hypothesis: (iii) There exists n > 0 with n < ß3)(s) for all jel. Thus (ri/(3-j)\)\s\3-i < \f^(s)\ (s e R; j = 0, 1, 2, 3).
(2) In the Holder version (Ax : C2-"(Q) -» C"(Q) ) assume:
(i) n is arbitrary, dQ is C2-" , and / : R -> R is Ck+X (k>2); (ii) and (iii) as above. Note that if f(u) = u3, Qcl" is bounded, and n < 3 in the Sobolev case and Q is C2'a in the Holder case, then the above hypotheses are satisfied.
1.11. Remark. Theorem (l.l)(a) and (b) is actually proved ((8. 3) and (8.5)) for f(u) = u3 replaced by (*) any / satisfying (1.10) with ||/<3)||oc < oc • License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
In both (1.1) (a) and (b) the proof is the verification of the conditions of the abstract characterization of G given in (8.1) and (8.2) . All these conditions are verified in the generality (*).
The map A is a proper Fredholm map of index 0
We suppose hypotheses (1.10). In the Sobolev case, A is Fredholm of index 0 by [II, (2.4) ]. The proof of the properness of A in [II, (2.9) ] used somewhat different hypotheses than (1.10), and in (2.1) we prove properness assuming (1.10). In the rest of this section we prove the analogous results in the Holder case. Where the Holder results do not require all of ( 1.10), the lesser hypotheses are indicated; (1.10) always suffices.
2.1. Lemma. Sobolev case. The map A is proper. Proof. We first prove under hypotheses (1.10) that N is compact, where (N(u),<l>)H= f f(u)tj> Ja for every 4> e Cfi°(Q). Suppose \\um\\H < K, where K > I. There is a subsequence umk -> u in L4(Q) [A, p. 147] , and it follows from (1.10) and Taylor's formula at 0 [Z, pp. 148-149] 
(s e R; j = 0, 1, 2, 3). with the sup over all tj> e H with \\<J)\\h = 1 , the sequence {N(umk)} is Cauchy and thus N is compact. Now we modify the proof of [II, (2.8) ] to show that A is proper. Since (n/3l)\s\3 < (sign s)f(s) (1.10)(iii),
Ja Ja We may rewrite [II, (2.8) 
(3)] as
IISnl|ffl|K#!|lH>l|w«llH+ / ((ri/3\)un2-X(n))un2, Ja let Í2+ = {x e Q : X(n) > (n/3\)(u"(x))2}, and proceed as before. (iv) Assuming (1.10), y/¡ isa Ck~x diffeomorphism for k < kj+i and j = 0 or 1.
Proof, (i) From [GT, Theorem 6 .14, p. 107] -A : C02a(Q) -» Ca(Q) is invertible and -A(Hj) = H'j , so (-A) x id : H¡ x R -+ //j x R is invertible. The map y : (u, X) -► (P-C(u, k), 0) (2.2) is compact; since y/j is the sum of these two maps, conclusion i) results [B, p. 100, (2.6 .3)(c)].
(ii) Assume X < Xj+\. Use the argument of [II, (2. 2)] to the end of its display, where the H inner product is replaced by the L2 inner product, to conclude that Dy/Jtx(v) is injective for each v e Hj. Conclusion (ii) follows from (i) and the Inverse Function Theorem [B, pp. 113-114] .
(iii) Write (1) Ax(u) = Ax(ax4>x+---+ aj(¡)j + v)^ ßX(t>{ + ---+ ßj<t>j + w , and consider for fixed c*i, ... , a.¡ eR, y/j(v , X) = (y/jtx(v), X) = (w, X). Since y/j is a compact perturbation of a proper mapping, it suffices [B-2, (2.7 .2)(i), from hypotheses (1.10), (sign s)f(n) > ?7|s|3/3!. We obtain an upper bound for u(x) (in terms of the w , the ßj , and the X ). Use a minimum of u also to obtain a bound for u in L°°(Q). By [LU, Theorem 15.1, p. 203] applied to the right side of (4), u is bounded in C°'a(Q) and by the Mean Value Theorem /(«) is bounded in C°'a(f2). From [GT, Theorem 6.6, p. 98] we obtain a bound for u in Cf2'a(Q), yielding (2) and thus conclusion (iii) in case (3). It now suffices to prove (iii) (and thus (2)) in case j = 1 (with ß = ß\) supposing that (3') ß -> oo (the case ß -» -oo is similar). Let ü = u -(ai + l)0i (qi is fixed by hypothesis). Then (5) -AÜ +f(ü + (ai + \)(t)i)-Xü^ ß(f>i+w , where ß -ß + (a\ + \)(X\ -X) and ß -* oo. By considering where ü has its minimum we obtain a lower bound for it. Let T = {x e Q : u(x) < 0} ( T may be 0). From (5),
Jt Jt
Since u is bounded on T, the left side of (6) but still a lower bound for the left side of (6) so that JT ü(¡)\ < -K/ß .) (iv) From (ii) and (iii) y/j for X < Xj+[ is a finite-to-one covering map [P, p. 128] , and since H'j is simply connected, conclusion (iv) follows immediately from [M, Theorem 6.6, p. 159 or Exercise 6.1, p. 160].
2.5. Corollary. Assume f is C2 , f(0) -0 , and Q is C2'a (Holder case).
(i) The maps A and Ax are Fredholm of index 0 for all X e R , and dimkexDAx(u) = dimkexDA(u, X) < j for X < kj+\.
(ii) Assuming (1.10), A and Ax are proper (for all k e R).
(iii) Assuming (1.10), A and Ax are Ck~x diffeomorphisms for k < k\.
The map Ax
We assume hypotheses (1.10), except that in (3.4) the lesser hypotheses given there will suffice. Information relating the maps A and Ax is given in (3.1) and (3.2), and (3.9) and (3.13) show that Ak satisfies condition (v) of the abstract characterization of the global cusp map ((8.1) or (8.2) ). This information is used to derive (l.l)(b) in (8.5) .
3.1. Lemma. Assume that 0 / e generates )f.exDAx(u) and J(u) = ¡nf"(u)e3.
Then
(a) Ax at u is a fold ((1.5) or [II, (3 Proof. See Appendix (A.2), (A.3) . From [II, (3.4) ] (1) the following statements are equivalent: (i) Ax at « is a fold, (ii) A at (u, k) is a fold, (iii) some e / 0 generates kexDAx(u) and J(u) ^ 0. Conclusion (a) results. From [II, (3.5) ] and the first two paragraphs of the proof of [CT-1, (1.8)], (2) the following statements are equivalent: (i) Ax at u ^ 0 is aprecusp [II, (3.1) ], (ii) A at (u, k) with h/0 is a precusp, (iii) some e(u) = e ^ 0 generates kexDAx(u), u ^ 0 and J(u) = 0. If y is the element defined in the proof of [II, (3.6) ], then De(u) -e = -y by [III, (1.10) 
which is the displayed expression in the proof of [II, (3.6) ]; condition (4) for (intrinsic) cusp [II, (3.1) ] is that it is nonzero. Thus (4) 3)], it follows from the simplicity hypothesis that for some neighborhood U of (0, k¡) in H x R, U n graph kj = UnSA. From [II, (3.1)] we may suppose that 2) U -► A(U) is C°° equivalent to the standard cusp map w x id and so (3) is a proper map. Let W be an open ball in H with center 0 such that W xk¡ e A(U), and let K be the component of Ax~x (W) containing 0.
By (2) K x kjc U , so K n SAÀj = {0} by (1). Since W -{0} is simply connected and (by (3)) AxJ \ K : K -* W is a proper map, the first two paragraphs of the proof of [II, (2.7) (ii)] yield conclusion (a), and thus conclusion (b)(i). and [A, pp. 97-98] ), [A,-A+/'(«)]0/ e L2(Q) ; since the above integral is 0 for all y/ e C0°°(Q) and the latter space is dense in L2(Q) [A, Theorem 2.19, p. 31 ], [A, -A + f'(u) ]4>i = 0 a.e. Since 0, is real analytic [BJS, , 0, t¿ 0 a.e., A, -A + f'(u) = 0 a.e., and so f'(u) is constant. Now f'(u) = 0 only where u -0 and f is a diffeomorphism on each of (-oo, 0) and (0, oo) by (1.10). If the constant f'(u) ^ 0, then u a.e. takes only two values, one positive and one negative. Since u e W^'2, this is impossible (cf. the subsequent Lemma (4.4)). Thus f'(u) = 0, so that u = 0 and k = k¡.
3.4. Lemma. For f(u) satisfying (1.10)(i) with f'(s) > 0 for all s el, and (u, X) having dimker DAx(u) = 1 with generator e and \\e\\2 = 1,
[ f"(u)e2<t> = DX(u)-<p, Ja where 0 e H and X(u) is as given in [III, (1.8) ].
Proof. From the proof of [III, ( 1.8 ) ]
(where (L(<j>), Qh -Ja 0C and v = e{ü, Ä)) , and from the first two sentences of the proof of [III, ( 1.10) ], for every 0 e H,
Take H inner product with v to obtain the conclusion.
3.5. Corollary. For any u,<j>eH and e -e(u, k\(u)) with \\e\\2 = 1, Proof. Since sf"(s) > 0 for s ¿ 0 (1.10), by (3.5) and the positivity of e [III, (1.6)] Dk\(u) • u > 0 for u ^ 0, and the conclusion results. In case f(u) = u3, (3.6) is a special case of [III, (2. 3)], and yields [III, (2.4) ] and [III, (2.5) 
3.7. Lemma. Assume ||/(3)|U < oo, let T c Hr\L°°(Q) be the set of real analytic functions and let 0 / u e T. Then k\(cu) -> oo as c -> oo.
Proof. Modify the proof of [III, (2.8), p. 209] , replacing [III, (2. 3)] by (3.6) and noting from (1.10) (iii) that
Ja Ja 3.8. Lemma. Sobolev case.
(a) Let T c H n L°°(Q) be the subset of functions real analytic on Q; then T is dense in H.
(b) For f(u) = u3 there is a meager (i.e. first category) uncountable subset X c H such that for every u e H -X , k\ (cu) -> oo as c -► oo. Proof, (a) Let y/ e H and let <j>k e H (k = 1, 2, ... ) be the eigenvectors of -A. Then (pk is real analytic on Q [BJS, , in W¿-2(Q) for n < 4 [GT, Theorem 8.3, p. 181] , and in L°°(Q) [GT, Theorem 8.15, p. 189] . From [So, Theorem 2, p. 132 and Theorem 5, p. 136 In the proof of [III, (2.6) ] there are an uncountable number of possible choices of the ball U , so that X is uncountable. From (a) and the last paragraph of [111,(2.8) ], H-X is dense in H. Let Yk (k = 1, 2, ...) be the set of v e H such that for some c > 0 , k\(cv) > k\ + k ; from [III, (2.9) ] Yk is open, and thus is a dense open subset of H. Since H -X -ílk Yk , the conclusion results.
3.9. Proposition. Sobolev case. For k\ < k < k2, (H, S Ax) is homeomorphic (C°° diffeomorphic if f is C°°) to (H,H\) , where H\ is a codimension one subspace of H. In fact, for any k> k\ this is true for (H, SAX n graph k\ ). Proof. Let S = S Ax n graph Ai . We will prove that (1) the 7 th homotopy group Tij (S, Uo) = 0 for any u0 e S and j = 0, 1, ... . From 1) and [E, [III, (2.9) ]. Let S' c H -{0} be the open set {cu : c > 0 and u e S}, and define y/ : S x (0, 00) -» S' by y/(u, c) = cu. Then y/ is a Ck~x (real analytic if f(u) = u3 ) diffeomorphism, and by (1) it suffices to prove rc/(S", m0) = 0 for any w0 e S' (j = 0, 1, ... ).
For each ueT -{0} (3.8), Ai(cw) -+ 00 as c -» 00 by (3.7), so there is a c = c(u) with Ai(cw) = A. Thus (2) T -{0} c S' and is dense (3.4), so we may suppose u0 e T n S'. Let U be the unit sphere in R^1 , let s0 = (1, 0, ... , 0), and let Ç : ÇLJ, s0) -* (S', uo) be any map (continuous function). It suffices to show that (3) there is a homotopy H, : (27 , s0) -* (S', u0) with H0 = Ç and Hi = u0.
(4) For each u e S' there is a convex open set Wu c S' such that u eWu. The set of Ç~X(IVU) for u e S' is an open cover of U, and there is [W, Theorem 22.5, p. 163] a S > 0 such that (5) for every s elJ, S(s, S) C C~X(WU) for some u e S' ; we may suppose that ô is small enough that S(s, S) is homeomorphic to Ry for every sei7.
Triangulate 27 with mesh less than ô , and let 5, (1 = 0, 1, ..., r) be the vertices (where So is the base point of 27 ). Thus 27 is homeomorphic to a finite polyhedron K in some Euclidean space, and each point s e K can be uniquely written as 5 = ¿~^¡ a,5, where 0 < a, < 1 and ^T ■ a,: = 1 (/' = 0, 1, ... , r). 
. , i (m) and 5 e a if and only
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use if a¡(s) ^ 0 precisely for i = i(0), ... , i(m). We will not distinguish between U and K, i.e. we put these coordinates on X;. Let W¡ be the Wu given by (5) (4), (7) and (8) (4)). From (4), (7) and (9) it follows that (10) F,(s) e S' for every S €27'.
Let X be the convex hull of {uq , U\, ... , ur}, so that X c T -{0} c S' by (8)(b) and (2) and Fi(s) e X for every s €& ; define a homotopy Gt : (X, u0) ^ (X, uo) C (S', u0) by
Define Ht : (U, sq) -+ (S', u0) by H, = F, * G,(F{), i.e. H,(s) = F2l(s) for 0 < t < 1/2 and //,(i) = G^-^F^s)) for 1/2 < t < 1. Condition (3) results. [So, Theorem 5, p. 136] and [H, Theorem 1, p. 27]. Multiply by A"1 [GT, Theorem 8.3, p. 181 and Corollary 8.7, p. 183 ] to obtain Ak~x(hm) -Ak~xh in W2>2(Q) [GT, Theorem 8.8, p. 183] and thus in some LPl(Q) [A, p. 97 ]. If we iterate this procedure and k is sufficiently large,
we obtain hm -> h in L°°(f2) [T, Theorem 4.1, p. 284] .
3.12. Lemma. If K c Cq'"(Q) is compact and e > 0, then there is a continuous function PE:K -+ Cq'"(Q) with Pe(K) c T (3.10) and ||Pe(jc) -jc||oo < e for every x e K.
Proof. The inclusion j: Cq'"(Q) -> CU(Q) is continuous, so K is compact in Cq(Q) . There exist x, e Cq'"(Q) (i = 1, 2, ... , k) such that, for each x e K, ||x-x,||00<e for some /, and by (3.11) we may suppose that x¡ e T. Let Pe be the Schauder projection [KZ, §18.4, p. 89] for j(K) c C0(Q) : Pe(x) = T!¡=i fi(x)x¡, where f(x) = Pi(x)/Y!<j=lpj(x) with p¡(x) = e -\\x -x/IU if ||x -X/lloo < e and = 0 otherwise. Thus fij : K -> R is continuous and Pe. = PJ is the desired function.
3.13. Proposition. For the Holder case (3.9) is true with homeomorphism only. Proof. By the first two paragraphs of the proof of (3.9), it suffices to prove that 71/(S", Uo) = 0 for any uo e S' (j -0, I, ...). Thus it suffices to prove [Sp, Lemma 1, p. 365] : (1) From the definition of Ai(w) as an infimum [III, (1.1) ], for each û e S' there is an e(w) > 0 such that, if u e Cl'a(Q) and \\u -ïï||oo < e, then u e S' ; one e > 0 will suffice for all the points of £(27). Let Pe be as given by (3.12) for K = £(27); then (1 -t)Ç(s) + tPe(Ç(s)) is a homotopy between £ and P££ : 27' -► T-0 c 5'. Since 7-0 is homeomorphic to T [Kl] the conclusion results.
4. The precusp set is a manifold of codimension 1 in the singular set
As usual, we assume hypotheses (1.10) except where lesser hypotheses are indicated. In this section we prove (1.6), which comes from (4.1), (4.3), (4.6) and (4.8). Here CA stands for the set of precusp points (4.2). Every cusp point is a precusp point, and in other sections where the notation CA is used ( § §6 and 8), there are sufficient hypotheses that all precusp points are cusp points. Thus CA there is the cusp set.
4.1. Remark. The first eigenvalue function kx : H -» R is Ck [III, (1.9) ], and thus its graph is a Ck~x submanifold of codimension 1 of H x R (H = W01'2(Q),resp. C02,a(Q)). Thegraphof Ai is a component of SA [III, (1.5) (a) and (1.6)] and, since k¡ = A;(0) < kj(u) for all u e H by the definition [III, [II, (3. 1)(l)- (3)]. By (3.1)(2), if hypotheses (1.10) are satisfied, then CA n graph Ai is the set of (u, k\(u)) e H xR with 0 = J(u) = !af"(u)e3-4.3. Theorem, (a) For k < k2 [resp., k\ < A < A2 ] CA [resp., CAx ] is a Ck~2 codimension 1 submanifold of SA [resp., SAx ].
(b) More generally, (C;4)n (graph Ai) isa Ck~2 codimension 1 submanifold of graph k[ , and for k\ < k , {u e CAx : k[(u) = A} is a Ck~2 codimension Proof. The function A, : H -> R is Ck~x [III, (1.9) ]; we will write Ai(u) as k(u) and define X: H -> H x R by Ä(m) = (u, k(u)). Now k maps // diffeomorphically onto graph A , which is a component of 5^ [III, (1.5 )(a) and (1.6)], so for every ueH (1) DX(u): HaT{Utx(u))SA, z-+(z ,DX(u) ■ z).
Using X we can view CA as a subset of H. Let u e (CA) n (graphA), and let e = e(u) > 0 (see [III, (1.8) ]) generate ker DAx(U)(u).
Define /: H -» R by 7(w) = Jaf"(u)e3, so Ol is the set of zeros of J and C/1,1 (for A > Ai ) is the set of zeros of J\{w : X(w) -X}. From [III, (1.8) ] e = e(u) is Ck~[ . Let h : H -> R be the bounded linear functional given by (2) h
Ja Ja
From the implicit function theorem [Z, pp. 150-151] it suffices to prove that (3) h(z) t¿ 0 for some z e H [resp., z e Tu{w : X(w) = X(u)} = TuSAx(U)\ ■ If u -0, then A = A(0) = Ai , and from hypotheses (1.10), h(e) > 0. Thus we may suppose that u # 0, so that X -X(u) > X\ and it suffices to prove the bracketed statement in (3).
By (1) and [III, (1.10) , (DAm(u))-x(D2Ax(u)(u)(e, z)))H; Ja since DAx(u)(u) : HX^H{, (DAx{U)(u))-x(D2Ax(u)(u)(e, z)) is defined by (4), (5) and (6) up to a multiple of e, h2 is well defined on N(h¡) (but not on //) by (5) . Define a bounded linear functional h3 : H -* R by M*) = / f{3)(u)e3z -3((DAx(U)(u))-x(D2Ax(u)(u)(e, e)), D2Am(u)(e, z))H Ja (where the inverse is taken in Hi). By the selfadjointness of (DAx(U)(u))~x on Hi, (7) h3(z) = h2(z) for every z e T^SAx^) = N(h\). In the proof of [III, (1.10) ] our e = e(u) is (we may suppose) v(u) = v + w(u), and thus (by (5)) for all zeN(hi), (8) [DAm(u)rx(D2Am(u)(e, z)) = -De(u) • z, and (9) h2(z) = h(z) (for all z e N(h{)).
From (3), (6), (7) and (9) it suffices to prove that h3(z) ^ 0 for some z e TuSAx(u) = N(h{). Suppose the contrary; then (10) for some a e R, h3(z) = ahx(z) for all z e H. We will obtain a contradiction of (10).
If y = -De(u)-e = (DAx{u)(u))-x(D2Am(u)(e, e)) [II, proof of (3.6) ], then (10) becomes / f^(u)e3z -3 j f"(u)yez = a [ f"(u)e2z Ja Ja Ja for all z e H. Since C0X(Q) is dense in L2(Q) [A, p. 31 ], H is dense in L2(Q), and since e > 0 a.e. on Q [III, (1.6) By hypothesis ß3\s) > 0 for all real s, so there exists r\ > 0 such that f{3)(u(x)) > n for all x e Xi . Choose 0 < e < n/K(Qi) (12), and choose ô, 0 < ô < 1, such that |s| < ô implies \f"(s)\ < e. Then (12) Proof. Suppose the contrary, i.e. there exists a > 0 such that {x eQ: \u(x)\ < a} has measure zero. Choose r : R -* R Cx such that r is odd and r(t) = 1 if t > a. From [GT, Theorem 7.8, p . 153] r(u) e WX-X(Q). Since \u(x)\ > a a.e., Vr(u) = 0 a.e., so that [GT, Lemma 7.16, p. 162] (2) (D2Ax(u)(Yz, w), e)H = (D2Ax(u)(Yw , z), e)".
Let the linear functional yo in [LM] be defined by (x, yo) = (x, e)n for all x e H ; from (2) the functional of [LM, Theorem 3] y/(z) = 6¡ [ ze3 + 3 f ue2Y2 lJa Ja
If J(u) = 6 Jnue3, it follows from (1) that y/(z) = DJ(u) • z, the functional we considered in the proof of (4.3). Thus, there is a connection between [LM, Theorem 3] and (4.3) but this does not seem to be a feasible way to approach our theorem: we would still have to prove that the functional y/ is nonzero, and that is the essence of our proof. 4.6. Proposition. (Sobolev case) . Assume that f satisfies (1.10)(i), (ii) with k > n + 2, n < 4 and dQ C°° . Then there is an open dense subset Y c SA such that every (u, X) eY is a fold point of A (and u is a fold point of Ax).
Proof. Let Y c SA be the set of fold points; then Y is open in SA and it suffices to prove that it is dense. By [III, (1.12) ] there is a dense open subset T' c SA such that dirnkex DAx(u) = 1 for every (u, X) e Y'. At each point P is locally the graph of a Ck~x (real analytic if f(u) = u3 ) eigenvalue map Xj [III, (1.8) ]. Let A be the set of u e C0°°(Í2) such that (u, Xj(u)) e Y' and (1) e(u, Xj(u)) is a Morse function; by [III, (1.11 )-see the first sentence of the proof] the set of (u, Xj(u)) for ue A is dense in Y'.
By [II, (3.5) ] each point (u, X) of Y' is either a fold point or a precusp point [II, (3.1) ] of A ; in fact, each u with (u, X) e Y is either a fold point or a precusp point of Ax , unless u = 0 and X -X, (i -1,2, ...) by (3.1). Let u e A be a precusp point. It suffices to prove that (2) the germ (1.3) of the precusp set at u is a codimension one submanifold of H. We suppose the contrary and follow the proof of (4.3) up to (11), multiplied by e . From (1.10) f"(u(x)) has compact support in Q, so from (4.3)( 11)? has compact support in Q, contradicting (1). . By the argument of (4.6) Angraph Xj is a closed subset nowhere dense in graph A7, and it follows from (4.7) that Um+i is connected. By induction U -A = Uk is connected, and by (4.7) V -A is connected.
The only singular points of A are folds and positive cusps
We assume hypotheses (1.10), except that only parts of it are assumed in (5.1) and (5.4). In (3.1) J(u) = Jn f"(u)e3 is defined and used to characterize fold point and cusp point of Ax and A . In this section we prove (5.2) that for Ai(w) sufficiently near Ai , the only singular points of A axe folds and positive cusps, i.e. DJ(u) • e > 0. Information relating derivatives of Ai : H -► R to J is given in (5.3), and (5.4) shows that e(u) -> 0i , the first eigenfunction of -A, in H as Ai(m) -+ Ai. These results are used in the sequel to derive the main theorem (1.1).
5.1. Lemma. Assume hypotheses (1.10)(i) and f'(s) > 0 for all real s (e.g. f(u) = u3). If ee kexDA(u,X) with \\e\\2 = 1, then e e L°°(Q) with ||é?||oo < X'K(Q), where K(Q) is a contant depending only of Q, i = 1 for n < 3 and i = 3/2 for n = 4. In the Holder case, H^Hoo < X'^Kfä) for all n and for some i(n) > 0.
More generally, the lemma holds if e e W0l,2(Q) is a solution of -Ae + aeXe = 0 on Q, where a e L2(Q) with a(x) > 0 for all x eQ.
Proof. The map (1) (-A)"' : W~l-2{a) -* WX>2(Q) = H is a well defined bounded linear isomorphism ( [A, (3.8) , p. 48 and (3.10) and (3.11), p. 50] and [GT, Theorem 8.3, p. 181 and Corollary 8.7, p. so that -A\e\ < X\e\ and (by (2)) (3) \e\ < X(-A)~x(\e\). For n < 3 it follows from (1), ||£||2 -1 and [GT, Theorem 8.15, p. 189] 
that ||(-A)-'(M)||oo < C(Q). Since \\e\\H < Xx<2 (use (DAx(u) • e, e)H = 0), for « = 4 it follows
from [A, pp. 97-98] and [GT, Theorem 8.15, p. 189 [ f{3)(u)e4 -3 / f{3)(u)e2y > 0 Ja Ja (see [II, proof of (3.6 
)]).
Proof. From the hypothesis (1) \f"(u)\ < \\f&U(2/n)xl2(f'(u))xl2. Let (u, Xi(u)) be a precusp point [II, (3. 1)] of A ; then (4) y = y(u) e (DAx(u))~x(D2Ax(u)(e, e)) [II, proof of (3.6)], and any two such elements differ by a multiple of e. We may uniquely specify y e H. By (5.1) f"(u)e2 e L2(Q), and by (4) <&(f"(u)e2) = y , so that
where C = \\f^\\oc(2/n)xl2K(Q) by (5.1), (1) and (2). For A = Xx(u) < X < X2, \\y\\2<K(f,Q)(X2-X)-x(Xi(u)-ki)x'2 (since A2 < k2(u) for all u e H), and thus (5) I / f"(u)e2y < \\f"(u)e\\2\\e\U\y\\2 < C(f, Q)í(X2-Irx(Xi(u) -A,) by (5.1), (1) and (2). The conclusion results from (3) and (5) (1) and (2) in the proof of (5.2). For (e) set 0 = u in (a) and note that the integrand is nonnegative by (1.10) and [III, (1.6) ]. Since \f"(u)u\ < (2\\f^\\00/n)f'(u), conclusion (e) follows from (5.2)(2). (ii) \\e -0i \\h -» 0 as X -> Ai.
More generally, the lemma holds if e e W0l'2(Q) is a solution of -Ae + aeXe = 0 on Q, where a e L2(Q) with a(x) > 0 for all x .
Proof. Since /n [|Ve|2 + (f'(u) -X)e2] = 0, (1) [ \Ve\2-X [ e2 <0.
Write e = a0i + v , where ||0i||2 = IMI2 = 1 and v e Hi = {fii}1, so that a = fQe4>i > 0 by [GT, Theorem 8.38, p. 214] and [III, (1.6) ]. By (1) and [GT, (8.94) 
Ja Ja Ja and, since 1 = a2 + /n v2, 
The restriction map A | SA is infective
In a series of lemmas ((6.1)-(6.5)) we study u,veH with Ak(u) = Ax(v), where A is near Aj. Later (6.4) we add the hypothesis u e SAx, and finally (6.5) we obtain a contradiction if v e SAx also. Throughout we assume hypotheses (1.10).
6.1. Lemma. Suppose a e L2(Q), a(x) > 0 for all x eQ, and û e H is a weak solution of -Aü + äü = Aïï on Q, where \\ü\\2 = 1 and Xi < X < Xi + S < X2. Then (i) (say) ïï > 0 a.e.,
(ii) ||m||oo < K(Q)Xi(-n),
(iii) ju -<t>i\\2 < e(S), (iv) /Qaw2 < A-Ai < ô, (v) if p > 0, then m{x e Q : a(x) > p} < e(S).
Here e(S) ->0 as ô -» 0, independent of a and ü. Moveover, (vi) for every s > 0, there exist ô > 0, 5 > 0 and T c Q measurable such that ïï(x) > 5 for x e T and m(Q -T) < e ; ô and s are independent of a and u.
Proof. Let Pj [resp., X} ] be the eigenvalues of -A + al [resp., -A] . From the minimax characterization of eigenvalues [De, ] (see also [III, (1. 2)] Xj < Pj (j = 1, 2, ...). Since A is an eigenvalue of -A + ai with eigenvector ü, and Ai < A < A2, A = px . Thus (i) w > 0 a.e. or < 0 a.e. (see [III, ( 1.6 
)]).
Conclusions (ii) and (iii) are (5.1) (see the sentence following it) and (5.4), respectively, and (iv) follows from the argument of (5.2) (2).
Let e > 0. Since 0i(x) > 0 for x 6 Q [GT, Theorem (8.38), p. 214] and 01 is continuous [GT, (8.11), p. 18] , (1) there are a compact subset X c Q and r > 0 such that m(Q -X) < e/3 and 0i > r on X. If 8 is sufficiently small, then ||ïï-0i||2 < re1/,2/4 by (iii); on the other hand l|ïï-0i||22= í(ü-h)2>m(Y)r2/4, Ja where Y = {x e Q : |«-0i| > r/2}. This is (vi) with T = X-Y and s = r/2 . Hence m(Y) < e/4. Thus, if X -{x e X : |ïï-0,| < r/2}, then m(Q-X) < 2e/3 by (1) and ü > r/2 on X by (1); hence ¡¡¿au2 > (r2/4)j~a and (2) J~a < 4r_2f5 by (iv). Now j~a > pm (Z) , where Z = {x e X : a(x) > p}, and by (2), if S is sufficiently small, m(Z) < e/3 . Thus m{x e Q : a(x) > p} < m(Z u (Q -X)) < e, which is (v).
Here K(Q) and e(S) are positive constants depending on Q and ö respectively, and i(n) =1,2,... depends on n.
6.2. Lemma. Define F(y, z) = (f(y) -f(z))/(y -z) for y ¿ z and = f'(y) for y = z. Then (i) given £i > 0, there exists Si > 0 such that F(y, z) > <5, on R2 -{(y, z) : \y\ < ei and \z\ < e,} and
(ii) F(y,z)>0for (y,z)¿ (0,0) and F(0, 0) = 0.
Proof. Let Si -nei2/S. From hypotheses (1.10), for 5 e R
(1) (n/(3-j)l) \s\3~J < (sign sy+xf^(s) < (||/i3>|U/(3 -/')!) |i|3( 7 = 0,1,2,3), where sign 5 = 1, -1, or 0 according as 5 > 0, < 0, or = 0, and thus for y and z of opposite sign and max{|y|, |z|} > Ci, F(y, z) > (7//3!)(|y|3 + |z|3)/(|y| + |z|) > (n/3\)(y2 + yz + z2) > ^,2/8. Thus, as ô -> 0, ||w -i>||oo -> 0, although for every S > 0, u e SA need not be bounded in //, or even in LX(Q) [III, (2.6 ) and its proof].
Proof. By subtraction ( 1 ) ü= (\\u-v\\2~x(u-v)) solves -Aü + äü = Aïï (6.1) with a -F(u, v) > 0 (6.2), and we may suppose that ïï > 0 a.e. (6.1) (i) . Conclusion (i) with ß > 0 follows from (6.1) (i) . Since 11(0, +W)-110,+ W\\2<pi \\2>\\w\\2 and 110, + w\\2 = [1 + 1Mb2]l/2, it follows from (i) that l|W-0l||2> ||U7||2[1 +IMl22]"1/2 and conclusion (ii)(a) follows from (6.1)(iii). From (6.1)(ii) l|w-w||oo<||w-w||2/:(r2)A'('", and conclusion (iii) results from (i) and (ii)(a).
We wish to prove (ii)(b). By (6.1)(vi), (2) there exist ô > 0, s > 0 and T measurable in Q such that m(Q -T) < m(Q)/2 and ïï(x) > s for x e T. (Here m(Q -T) and 5 do not depend on ïï.) Let e > 0, let <î, be given by (6.2) for e, < se/2, and let W = {x e Q : a(x) > ¿,}. By (6.2), (3) \u(x)\ < e, and \v(x)\ < e, for all x e Q-W, and by (6.1) (v), (4) Since T n (Q -W) ± 0 by (2) and (4), s\\u -v\\2 < 2e, < se . By (i) 0 < ß < \\u -v\\2, and conclusion (ii)(b) results.
6.4. Lemma. Assume ||/(3)||oo < oo-Given e > 0 there exists ô > 0 such that if Xi < X < Xi + ô, Ax(u) = Ax(v) with u ^ v and u e SAx, and e e kexDAx(u) with \\e\\2 = 1 and e > 0 a.e. [Ill, (1.6)], then (i) J(u) t¿ 0, i.e. u is not a cusp point of Ax ; and (ii) // J(u) > 0 [resp., J(u) < 0], then v < u a.e. and so /n(v -u)e < 0 [resp., v > u a.e. and so Ja(v -u)e > 0 ]. Moreover, (iii) v -u = ß(e + w), where w is L2(Q)-orthogonal to e ; (iv) (a) \ß\ < e, (b) \\w\\2 < e\ß\ and (c) \\w\\H < C(Q)X^\ß\ ; and
Proof. As¿->0, ||u;||2 -» 0 by (6.3)(ii)(a) and 0i +w = p(e + w), where w is L2(Q)-orthogonal to e, (1) ||W||2 -^ 0 and p -> 1 by (6.1)(iii) (and (6.2) ( 
ii)). Conclusions (iii), (iv)(a) and (v) follow from (6.3)(i), (ii)(b) and (ii).
Let X = v-u. From Ax(u) = Ax(v) and Taylor's formula [Z, pp. 148-149] , (1) and (by conclusion (iv)(a)) (6) \\uw\\2 -> 0.
If O : L -> H is as defined in the proof of (5.2) and g is the right side of (3), then w = ®g and ||<Ds||2 < (X2(u)-X)-X\\g\\2. Since X2(u) > X2 [11,(2. 3)] and A = A, +ô -> A, ,
From conclusions (iii) and (v), (2) For ô sufficiently small, conclusion (iv)(b) follows from (6), (6.1)(iv) and conclusion (iv)(a), and (7) ||iñF||2 < Ci(Q)Xk^\\f^\\oc\ß\ follows from (5). Conclusion (iv)(c) follows from (4), (iv)(b), (v)(6.2)(l) and (7).
Suppose for S sufficiently small, that (8) 
Ja
In (3) multiply by e and integrate to obtain (11) [ f"(u) e(e + w)2 + 2ß [ h(u, v) e(e + w)3 == 0, Ja Ja and from (8), (9) and (10) a contradiction results. Thus (8) is false. Similarly, suppose for ô sufficiently small that (8') Jnf"(u)e3 < 0 and ß < 0. The integral in (9) is bounded above by e\ß\ and from (11) a contradiction of (8 ') results.
By conclusion (iii), 0 ^ ß = /n(w -u)e, and conclusions (i) and (ii) result from (6.3) (i) . It also follows from the falsity of (8) and (8') that, if Ax~x(y) n SAÁ for some y e H has at least two points, then it has precisely two, u and v , with J(u) > 0 and J(v) < 0. In (6.5) we prove that each Ak~x(y) C\SAx has at most one point.
6.5. Proposition. Assume ||/(3)||oo < oo. The restriction map Ax \ SAx is injective for A, <X < Xx +ö with ô sufficiently small. Proof. Suppose the contrary, i.e., there exist u, v e SAx with Ak(u) = Ax(v), u t¿ v , and ô small. Let e e kexDAx(u) and ë e kexDAx(v) with ||e||2 = \\ë\\2 = 1 and ^(x) > 0 and e(x) > 0 a.e. on Q. By (6.1)(iii), (1) ë = e + y, where ||y||2 -> 0 as ô -» 0. From -Aë + (f'(v)-X)ë = 0 and Taylor's formula [Z, pp. 148-149] 
where (2) n/2 < g(u,v) < ||/(3)||00/2, and by (1) and (6.4)(iii) (3) -Ay + (f'(u) -X)y = -ßf"(u)(e + w)ë -ß2g(u, v)(e + w)2ë. Modulo factors bounded by C(Q)Ay(")||/(3)||00 on the right side and the use of (3), equation (3) is the same as (6.4)(3) with w replaced by y on the left, and the argument of (6.4)(3)-(7) yields the analogs of (6.4)(iv)(b) and (7) with w replaced by y, viz. (4) ||y||2 < e\ß\ and (5) ||«y||2 < C(Q)X^\\f^\Uß\ for ô small. Ja Ja Ja Ja By (5), (6.1)(ii) and (iv), and (6.4)(iv)(b) and (v), (6.2)(1) the second and third terms in magnitude are less than e\ß\ for ô small, and by (1), (4), (5.1) and
Ja Ja By [A, Theorem 2.8, p. 25] and (2), [ g(u,v) e4>n(m(Q)rx/2, Ja so that (5) Í f"(u)e3 = -ß(l+p) I g(u,v)e4, Ja Ja where p -> 0 as ô -> 0. From (11) in the proof of (6.4) and from (2) and an argument similar to that for (5),
Ja Ja where v -► 0 as ô -+ 0. By (6.4)(i) /n f"(u)e3 ¿ 0, and division of (5) by (6) yields
Jo is g(u(x), v(x)) for i = 1 and 2h(u(x), v(x)) for i -2. Let y/(x) =
(1 -t) -(1 -t)2 > 0, so that y/(t) > 2/9 for 1/3 < t < 2/3. From (6.4)(2) and (1.10)(iii), (7) is bounded below by H//)/K>iu/Q where a > 0, and a contradiction of (7) results.
The cusp set is homeomorphic to H
An integral curve argument is used to obtain the first main result (7.2) of this section: there exists X > A, such that for A e (-oo, A), (SA, CA) is Ck~x (real analytic if f(u) = u3 ) diffeomorphic to (H,Y) , where Y is a codimension one subspace of //. A technical lemma (7.1) is required. The second main result is (7.9) and (7.11): for ||/(3)||oo < oo there exists X > A, such that for A, < A < X, (SAx, CAx) is homeomorphic (C°° diffeomorphic if / is C°° in the Sobolev case) to (//, Y) also. As usual we actually assume hypotheses (1.10).
In (4.2) CA is defined to be the set of precusp points, while for some k> k¡ and all A < Ä, all precusp points are cusp points (5.2). Thus in this section (and in §8) CA stands for the set of cusp points (1.5).
7.1. Lemma. Let e : H -» H satisfy [III, (1.9 )] (i) [ \Ve(u)\2 -ki(u) [ e(u))2+ [ f'(u)(e(u))2 = 0, Ja Ja Ja normalized with 1 = \\e\\2H = Ja\Ve(u)\2, and let u : R -> H be Gâteaux differentiable and satisfy (ii) u'(t) = e(u(t)). Then
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then (1) there exist a e R and K > 0 such that ki(u(t)) < K [resp., ki(u(-t)) < K] for a < t < oo. Hereafter, for the respective version, just replace u(t) by -u(-t) (and u(j) by -u(-j) ).
(2) Let E be the set of all e = e(u) with A,(w) < K ; from the hypothesis (i) l/K < \\e\\22 and from (5.1) there exists M > 0 with IHU < M for all e e E. If AK = {x e Q : e(x) >\/n}, then [III, (1.6 )] 1 f -, m(Q -A") ,,, . , , -p < / e2 < y "' + M2m(An) ; K Ja nl thus (3) there exist t, 0 < t < m(Q)/4, and p > 0 such that m{x : e(x) > p} > t for all e e E.
Let ô = xp/2(m(Q))xl2 ; since E has compact closure in L2(Q) [A, pp. 143-144] and hypothesis (i) there exist e, e E (i: = 1, 2, ... , r) ¿-dense in E (in L2(Q) ). (4) If Ti is the set of t, a < t < oo , such that \\u'(t) -e¡\\2 < ô , then [a, oo) = (J{Tj : i = 1, 2, ... , r} by hypothesis (ii). Hence, (5) for some /, T¡ has infinite measure; hereafter we consider this /. By Cauchy-Schwarz (6) ||m'(0 -e¡\\i < m(Q)x'2ô for t e T¡. Let V¡ = {x e Q : e¡(x) > p} ; then (7) m(V¡) > x by (3). Let Wn = {xeVi: for some i€l, u(t)(x) > n) (n = 1, 2,...), so that
for all (6l. (9) For each fixed x eQ, u(t)(x) is an increasing function of / by hypothesis (ii) and [III, (1.6) ]. For t eT¡,
at Jv,-w" Jv,-w" by (6), (9) and definition of V¡, and by (5), (9) and (8), m(V¡ -Wn) < ô m(Q)xl2/p = t/2 . Thus (by (7)) (10) m(Wn) > t/2 . By (1), hypotheses (i) and (1.10), and [A, p. 97] , (11) for some C > 0 (»7/2) / (u(t))2(e(u(t)))2 < f f'(u(t))(e(u(t)))2 < C Jw" Jw"
for all t>a. If Wj = {x e Wn : u(j)(x) > n}, then Wj_x c W¡ by (9) and Wn = U;-Wj ; thus, for j sufficiently large, (12) m(Wj) > (2/3) m(Wn) > x/3 by (10). If t>j>a, then n2 [ (e(u(t)))2 < [ (u(t))2(e(u(t)))2 < 2C/n JWj JWj by (9) and (11). Since n may be arbitrarily large, (13) there exists X, c W, such that m(Xt) > t/4 and (by (12)) e(u(t))(x) < p/2 for x e X,.
On the other hand, if t e T¡, then, by (3), (4) and hypothesis (ii), \e(u(t)) -e¡\ > P/2 on a subset Y c V¡ of measure at most 4S2/p2 = r2/m(Q) < t/4. A contradiction results from (5), (13) D(f>(u) • e = (0, 1) for each u e U(X) and e normalized by \\e\\H = 1 • Moreover (iii) for c e C the set Yc = {t e R : (c, t) e Q>(U(k))} is an open interval containing 0, (iv) the map pi : Yc -> R defined by pi(t) = A,<I>_1(c, t) has 0 as its only critical point and (v) has its absolute minimum there. Thus J (Q>~x(c, t) ) has the same sign as t, where J(u) = Jnf"(u)e3.
Proof. If k = oo [resp., f(u) = u3] interpret Ck~x as C°° [resp., real analytic]. First assume that X < oo. Consider the Ck~l [III, (1.9) ] vector field e : U(X) -► //. It follows from A, : U(k) -R being Ck~x [III, (1.8) ; L, Corollary 3, p. 70], and (7.1) that (1) each integral curve y in U(k) can be defined on a bounded interval (a0, b0) such that the limits as / -> ao and /-»è0 of A, on this curve are X. Since k e R is arbitrary, the analogous result for A = oo follows from the uniqueness of integral curves (e.g. [L, Corollary 2, p. 69] ).
For each integral curve y , the critical points of A, y occur at the cusp points by (5.3)(b) and (3.1), and each is a local minimum by (5.3)(c) and (5.2); thus (from (1)) (2) Ai7 has exactly one critical point c, its absolute minimum, taken at a cusp point. Moreover, from (5.3)(c) and (5.2), (3) Jy > 0 on one side of C and negative on the other. Let a : D -> U(X) be the resulting Ck~x flow with domain D [L, pp. 77-80] . (Consider f(u) = u3. Since e : U(X) -> H is real analytic [III, (1.9) ], it has a local complexification ê and resulting complex analytic flow à [D, (7.4 .2), p. 283]. Thus a is real analytic.) For each iel, a \ (D n (U(X) x t)) is a local diffeomorphism, so if C is the cusp set C(A \ U(X)), a \ (D n (C x /)) is an immersion; since e -e(u) is transverse to C at u (5.2), ß = a | (Dn (C x R)) is a local diffeomorphism, and (4) ß(c, 0) = c for each c e C. From (1), (2) and (3) the restriction of ß to each integral curve is injective, so that ß is injective, and since each point of U(X) lies on an integral curve meeting C by (2), ß maps onto U(X). Thus ß : (D n (C x R)) -» U(X) is a Ck~x diffeomorphism (onto); then its inverse 0 satisfies the desired properties. The last conclusion results from (5.3)(b) and (c).
7.3. Remark. The analogous result for the closure of U(X) follows readily from substantially the same proof.
7.4. Corollary. Let A be a Ck (k = 3, 4, ... or oo) map satisfying (1.10) with ||/(3)||oo < oo. Assume only folds and positive cusps for X <X < X2. Let F+ [resp., F-] be the set of u e SAj with J(u) > 0 [resp., < 0], let C be the cusp set of A | (7(A), and let Ck~x [resp., C° ] diffeomorphism be denoted by «fc-i [resp., «ol-Then (i) (U(X), C) «o (ff, H\) > where Hx is a codimension one subspace of (ii) (F+,CAj) «" (F-, CAj) *0 (C, CAj) with F+ «fe_, F_ «*_, C; and (iii) CAj is Z-acyclic.
In case f(u) = u3, the diffeomorphisms F+ « F-« C in (ii) are real analytic, and that in (i) is C°°. More generally, if SA and its subsets are replaced by the graph of Ai : H -> R and its subsets, the restriction X < X2 can be omitted. The ring of integers is Z , and a set is Z-acyclic if it has the singular homology using Z-coefficients of a point.
Proof. Since U(X) is star-shaped (see (3.6)), it is contractible. Since e is transverse to SAj at each point of F+ U F_ , i.e. of SAj -CAj, by (5.3(b) ), it follows from (7.2) that (1) (U(X), C) «*_, (C x (-1, 1), C x 0). Thus C is also contractible, and C ~k-i Hi , by Theorem 7.3, p. 106] . Conclusion (i) follows from Corollary 6, p. 89] or [BH, Theorem 0.1, p. 1261] .
From (1) and (7.3) there are Ck~x diffeomorphisms y/+ : F+ «£._, C and y/_ : F-«¿_i C, and bdy F+ = bdy //_ = bdy C = CAx . At each point of CAx it follows from the argument of (7.2) that there is locally the structure of (1). As a result y/+ and yi-can be extended to y/+ : F+ «o C and y/-: F _ «0 C with y/+(c) = y/_(c) -c for each c e CAj. This is conclusion (ii).
Conclusion (iii) follows from (3.9), (3.13) conclusion (i), conclusion (ii) and the Mayer-Vietoris sequence [Sp, applied to SAj, F+, F_ , and CAj.
The remainder of §6 is devoted to the proof that, for A, < X < Xx + ô and ô > 0 sufficiently small, the cusp set CAx is contractible ((7.9) and (7.11)) for f(u) = u3. Remember H^ = ||e||2 = 1 ((1.8) and (1.9)). Ja Ja
By homogeneity we may suppose that ß = 1, and thus
(1) / [|Vfc|2 -Xk2] > (X2 -X)\\w\\\ - (A -A,) .
Ja
Since SA = 0 for A < A, ((2.5)(iii) and [II, (2. 3)]), we may suppose Xi < X < Xi+S.
Suppose the conclusion is false; then there exist X(n) > A, with X(n) -A, < \/n, en = e(u" , X(n)), and k" with ( From [III, (2.5) ] (see (3.6)) for each v + i0, e T, a is unique and from [III, (2.9) ] (2) Proof. Write (a(t))~xdF/dt(v + t<t>i) = A +B + C, where u(t) )(e(t))2k(t), Ja B= j fW(u(t))4>i(e(t))3, Ja and C = a'(t)(a(t))-2
[ p\u(t))u(t)(e(t))3.
Ja By (1.10) B > n¡a(t)i(e(t))3 and by (5.4), (5.1) and [A, pp. 97 and 25] the latter integral converges to Jn 0{ = 2a as ô -> 0. We will prove that ( 1 ) A converges to 0 on Y as ô -> 0 and (2) C converges to 0 on A as ô -> 0 ; the desired conclusion will result.
Forsome M>0, HOIU < M (5.1), \f"(u(t))\ < ||/(3)IU|w(0l (1.10) and
2)(2) and (1.10)), so for (1) it suffices to prove that (3) ||(q(0)_1A:(/)||2 is bounded for S > 0 sufficiently small. Differentiate (7.6) (4)
Multiply by e(t) and use (4) and selfadjointness to derive a'(0 / f"(u(t))(v + t<j>i)(e(t))2 = -a(t) [ f"(u(t) )<j>i(e(t))2 Ja Ja and by (1.10) \a'(t)\r¡a(t) Í (v + t<pi)2(e(t))2 < (a«)2||/(3)lloo f (v + tcpi)<t>i(e(t))2. Ja Ja By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (5.4) and [A, p. 97] (a(/))-1|a'(í)|<f7-1|l/(3)lloo||0.eWll2/||(^ + í0iMOIl2 <*.(/, ")/ll(^+'0iMOIl2, where Kx(f, Q) > 0 is a positive constant depending only on / and Q.
As in the second paragraph of the proof of (5.2) let L and H be the L2(Q) orthogonal complements of e in L2(Q) and H -W0X'2(Q), respectively, define O: L -> H by (DAx(u) • Og, y/)H = (g, y/)2 for every yi e H, and P: L2(Q) -► L2(Q) as projection onto L. Since 0, and e are in L°° (Q) ( [GT, Theorem 8.15, p. 189 ] and (5.1)) we may [A, p. 97 ] define ki(t) = ®(-P(a(t)f"(u(t))cj>ie(t))) (i.e. -Aki(t) + (f'(u(t)) -X)ki(t) = -P(a(t)f"(u(t))fae(t))) and k2(t) = <S>(-P(a'(t)f"(u(t))(v + ttpi)e(t))).
Thus (7) k(t) = ki(t) + k2(t) by (5) and (7.6) (4).
As in the proof of (5.2) \\ki(t)\\2<(X2-X)-x\\P(a(t)f"(u(t))<pie(t))\\2
<K2\\P\\ WiW^aWWaWv + tcj>i)e(t)\\2 < K3a (t) by (5.2) (2) and (1.10). Thus (8) \\(a(t))~xki(t)\\2 is uniformly bounded for X<X2 (indeed, it is small for 5 > 0 small). Now
Ja , = -a'(t) / f"(u(t))(v + t<pi)e(t)k2(t), Ja and by (7.5) (10) /[|V/C2|2-A^22]>C||/c2||22>0, Ja where C > 0. From (9), (10) and (1.10) (11) n\\u(t)k2(t)\\22/2<(a(t))-x\a'(t)\ ||/(3>|U \\u(t)k2(t)\\2 \\u(t)e(t)\\2
and (12) C||/C2(0II2 has the same upper bound. Restate (6) as
and use (13) and (14) in (12) to conclude that (15) ||(a(i))_1/C2||2 is bounded above. The desired conclusion (3) (and hence (1)) results from (8) and (15). To prove (2), let e > 0. We will show that (16) \C\ < e on A. Choose £ > 0 such that, if |s| < £ , then (17) \ß3\s)-fW(0)\<e/4K2(f,Q);
here K2(f, Q) = X\i(K(Q))2(m(Q))xl2Ki(f, Q), where the constants are given by (5.1) and (13) (i.e. (6) ) and m(Q) is the measure of Q. Let Q, = {x e Q : \u(t)(x)\ < £} , let Q2 = Q -Q,, and let
Let ô > 0, s > 0 and T c Q be as given by (6.1)(vi) for w = e(t) and £i = (e/3K3(f, Q))2; thus e(t) > s on T and m(Q -T) < e,. Let S = {x e T : \u(t)(x)\ > £}. From (1.10) n(u(t))2/2 < f'(u(t)) and from (5.2)(2) ||w(r)e(i)||2 -» 0 as 6 -> 0 ; thus we may further choose ô so that ||M(/M0ll2<£5ei1/2.
Since \\u(t)e(t)\\2 > Çs(m(S))x!2, m(S) < e,, and since Q2c(Q-T)uS, (18) m(Q2) < 2e, < (e/2K3(f, Q))2.
Let Q0 = ß and let
By (1.10) and Taylor's formula, for each real s ^ 0 there exists £ between 0 and 5 with
, so that by 17), Id < (e/2K2(f, Q))\a'(t)\(a(t))-2 [ \u(t)e(t)\(e(t))2 (21) Ja,
< (e/2Ki(f, Q))\a'(t)\(a(t))-2\\u(t)e(t)\\2 < e/2, by (5.1), (6), (13) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
By (1.10) and (20) C2 = a'(t)(a(t))-2 [ (f^(u(t)) -fW(Ç(t)))(u(t)e(t))(e(t))2 , Ja2 where Ç(t)(x) is between 0 and u(t)(x) for x e Q2. As above, since u(t) = a(t)(v + ttpi),
by (13), (6) and (18). From (19) , (21) and (22), the desired conclusion (16) (and thus 2) results. In case f(u) = u3, a simplified proof with F(v + i0,) = Ja(v + tcpi)(e(t))3 shows that, for some a > 0, dF/dt > a on all of Y. 7.8. Lemma. Assume ||/3||oo < oo. If T = {u e H n L°°(Q): u is real analytic} (7.6)(6), ô > 0 is sufficiently small and A, < A < A, + ô, then 7"nA (7.6)(2) is contractible. Proof Fix v e (Tf)Hi)-{0} (7.6). For each teR, v + tcpieT-LcY (7.6) (2), (6), so that F(v + i0,) (7.6)(5) may be defined. By (1.10) f"(s) = sg(s), where g : R -» R is continuous with 0 < n < g(s) < ||/(3)||oo ■ From (5.4), (5.1) and [A, p. 97] j g(u(t))<t>i(e(t))3 > (n j <t>S) /2>0
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use for ô sufficiently small, and from (5.1) \ Jag(u(t))v(e(t))3\ is bounded. By the positivity of 0, [GT, Theorem 8.38, p. 214 ] and e(t) [III, (1.6), p. 202] , for \t\ large rx(a(t))-xF(v + ttpi) = r1 / g(u(t))v(e(t))3 + [ g(u(t))h(e(t))3 > 0 Ja Ja and so F(v + i0,) has the same sign as t. Since dF/dt > 0 on A (where F = 0) (7.7) for ô sufficiently small, there is a unique t = t(v) e R such that F(v + r(v)0i) -0 and it is a continuous (real analytic if f(u) = u3 ) function of (v) ( [Z, pp. 150-151] and (7.6)(5)).
Thus T : (T n //,) -{0} -♦ T n A defined by T(v) = v + t(v)<f>x is a homeomorphism (real analytic diffeomorphism if f(u) = u3 ), while (Tn//,) -{0} is homeomorphic to T n //, [Kl] , so T n A is contractible.
7.9. Proposition. Sobolev case. For ô > 0 sufficiently small and Xi < X < Xi + ô, (SAx, CAx) is homeomorphic (C°° diffeomorphic if f is C°°) to (H, Hi) , where Hi is a codimension one subspace of H.
Proof. We will prove that 1) 7r,(A, w) is trivial for some w e A. It follows from (7.6) (3) that ni(CAx, u) is trivial for some u e CAx and from (7.4) (iii) that CAx is Z-acyclic, and thus [CT-2, (2.1)] is contractible. The argument of the first paragraph of (3.9) yields the conclusion.
Let S > 0 be given by (7.8), and let A, < A < A, +S . Choose w e TnA ^ 0 (7.8), and let [a] e 7t, (A, w) . There are a C°° embedding ß : (Sx, 1) -> (A, w) representing [a] , and e > 0 such that (2) the e-neighborhood Ne of ß(Sx) in H is contained in Y (7.6) (2). Since ß(Sx) has a tubular neighborhood in A [L, Theorem 9, , we may suppose that (3) for all y : (Sx, 1) -»• (A, w), with \\y(s)-ß(s)\\H < e for all s e Sx, y also represents [a] . By (7.8) it suffices (4) to find y satisfying (2) with y(Sx) cTnA.
For each loop n : (Sx, 1) -+ (H, n(l)) and q e R, define nq : (Sx, 1) -> (//, nq(l)) by nq(s) = n(s) + q(f>i for each 5 e Sx ; for \q\Xx < e, ßq(Sx)cY. Pick r > 0 and A > 0 such that rXx + X < e. Thus (5) if n : (Sx, 1) -(//, /7(1)) with ||f/(j) -ß(s)\\H < A, then r/?(5") C^cT for \q\ < r. Since j8(S')cA, F is 0 on ß(Sx) (7.6)(5), and by (7.7) for each v + t(p{ e ß(Sx), there exists r = r(v + ttfii) > 0 with rA, + A < e and ,F(w + (t + i)0,) > 0 [resp., < 0 ] for 0 < s < r [resp., -r < 5 < 0 ]. By the continuity of F and the positivity of dF/dt on A (7.7), this r will work for nearby points on ß(Sx), and by the compactness of ß(Sx) one r > 0 will suffice for all of ß(Sl). Thus there exists b > 0 such that F > b [resp., < -b] on #■(£') [resp., /^(S1)].
(6) We may choose A sufficiently small that F > b/2 [resp., < -b/2 ] on i/rOS1') [resp., n-r(Sx) ] for ?/ satisfying (5) . Using the convexity of T and the denseness of T -L in Y (Sobolev case) (7.6)(6), we may find a polygonal embedded loop r] : (Sx , 1) -» (T -L, w) satisfying (5) and (6) with each line segment X of n(Sx) not parallel to 0, . For each u = v + t(f>i e X there exists a unique q(u), -r < q(u) < r, such that F(u + q(u)(pi) = 0 (since dF/dt > 0 (1.1)), q is Ck~x (real analytic if f(u) = w3)on X [Z, pp. 150-151] and q(w) = 0. Define y(s) = n(s) + q(n(s))4>i for seSx . Then y(Sx) cTnA (7.6)(5) and (6), y(l) = w and y satisfies (3); by (4) the conclusion results. (4) and [A, p. 97].
Let ïï G Tn//', so that A,(a(ï7)û) = A and a(ü)ü e SAk , and let e > 0. We may suppose that e < a(u), and let c, = a(u) + (-l)'e (i = 1, 2). Since A,(cu) is increasing in c (3.6), by (1) there exists ô > 0 such that, if \\u -w||oc < à then Ai(cim) < A = A,(a(ïï)û) < A,(c2w) ; thus there is a unique a(u) e R, c, < a(u) < c2, such that ki(a(u)u) = A, so that u e Y and \a(u) -a(û)\ < e.
Conclusion (ii) results, and (5) a : Tn //' -* R is continuous.
From (5) and (i) , ë is continuous; and by standard inequalities using (2), F : Y n //' -► R is continuous. 7.11. Proposition. In the Holder case with ||/(3)||oo < oo, (7.9) holds (with homeomorphism even for f C°° ).
Proof. We modify the argument of (7.9). In the first paragraph, since C2,a (i2) is not a separable Hubert space, the use of [BH, Theorem 0.1, p. 1261] in (3.9) yields only a homeomorphism.
The set A (7.6) is defined by F(v + t(pi) = 0; let v+70, g A and let £ > 0.
We may suppose that £ is sufficiently small that v + /0, G Y for |/ -7| < £ (7.10)(ii). Since dF/dt > 0 on A (7.7), F(ü+£0i) >O and F(v-£0,) <O; thus for some £ > 0, if ||f-v||oo < £, then F(v + C<j>i) > 0 and /r(v-£0,) < 0 (7.10)(iii). From (7.7) there is a unique t(v), 1 -£ < t(v) < 1 + £, such that F(v + t(v)-<j>i) = 0 ; hence the germ t(v) given by the implicit function theorem [Z, pp. 150-151] Let ô > 0 be given by (7.8), and let A, < A < A, +S. Choose w e TnA ^ 0 (7.8), and let ß : (Sx, 1) -> (A, w) be a map. (2) There exists p > 0 such that, if s e Sx, u e //' and ||w -ß(s)\\0o < p, then u e Y (7.10)(ii). By We now follow the last two paragraphs of the proof of (7.9), replacing H by //' (7.10), \q\ki by \q\ ||^||oo, rkx + X by r^lU + A, and \\n(s) -ß(s)\\H by \\n(s)-ß(s)\\00, and using (7.10).
The map A is the global cusp map
Here we prove the main theorem (1.1) as (8. 3) and (8.5) . The notions of topological = C° singular set SO, fold point, and cusp point, used in (8.1) and (8.2) , are defined in (1.2) and (1.5). The set of cusp points of A is denoted by CA.
The symbol « below refers to homeomorphism, and Z is the ring of integers. is C° (1.4) equivalent to the global cusp map. Proof. Let e > 0 be sufficiently small that SA has only folds and cusps (5.2) and the restriction map A \ SA is injective (6.5) for A < A, + e. It suffices to and W2 with Wx -^ W C°° equivalent to the fold map and W2 -1» W a C°° diffeomorphism (onto). Condition (vii) results, and the desired conclusion follows.
Appendix. Application of [II] and [III] to -Au -Xu + f(u) = g
The results of [II] and [III] , which are used extensively in this paper, are given for -Au -Xu + u3 = g on W0X'2(Q) and for a more general mapping called Abstract A on a Hubert space. In this paper we apply these results to -Au -Xu + f(u) = g on W0X,2(Q) and on the Holder spaces Cg'a(Q) and C°'a(Q), and this appendix gives the hypotheses required. A citation elsewhere in this paper to [II] or [III] implicitly involves reference to (A.2) [III, (l.l)(b) ] the hypotheses in (A.2) imply that f(u) = au3, for some real a, so that Dc,u[<f>}= i |V0|2 + 6ac I u2cp2. Ja Ja Under hypotheses (1.10) a > 0. Since f'(u) is in C'(Q) [GT, p. 10] , for u G C02a(Q) the Sobolev eigenvectors and eigenvalues are the same as the Holder eigenvectors and eigenvalues (see (A.4) ). Thus the following results in the Sobolev case yield the corresponding results in the Holder case: [III, (1.2),  (1.3), (1.5)(a), (1.6), (2.1)-(2.8), and (3.1)]. (In the proof of [III, (2.6) ] pick any u £ 0 in Q°(Q) with support u cU. Then eu e Cq'"(Q) for all eel, and by the eigenvalue comment above, the intersection of this line with the singular set S Ax is the same in both the Sobolev and Holder cases.) (v) [III, (1.5) ]. In the statement of [III, (1.5) Cl'a(Q),f : R -+ R is C2 with /(0) = 0, and 0 + e e W0X'2(Q) with e e kexDAx(u), then e e C2-a(Q).
Thus, under these hypotheses, the Sobolev eigenvectors and eigenvalues are the same as those of Holder.
Proof. By (5.1) e G L°°(Q). Since -Ae -Xe + f'(u)e = 0, -Ae e L°°(Q). By [LU, Theorem 15.1, p. 203 ] e e W2'P(Q) for every p and by [A, pp. 97-98 ] e e CX(Q), so that -Aé-g C'(fi) c C°-"(Q). Thus e e C2'"(Q) [GT, Theorem 6.14, p. 107] .
